
Dear Jerry,

Once more a letter in red. It's late, and I've spent
the entire day on less than a dozen saragraphs. dometimes
it's like that. But in the end I thought: ‘I'll write
this letter to you, and I won't worry about the
soelling, grammer, or sentance structure. I'll just
gutting it down. (Meanwhile thinking, you know this
has a kind of Hemmingway feel, wonder if I can keep
it up?)
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I liked your last letter. I liked it a great deal.
I was sorry to hear about your friend. I anew how
those things are. You meet someone, remain' friends
for awhile, separate, and then one day you hear he's
dead--—thinking: what did I miss?

I once knew a guy who oas killed in Vietnam. so had
been in gym class together in highschool. He also surfed.
One summer I met him at the beach. He had been in the
war about seven months and was heme on leave. as
talked about this and that, nothing sarticularly
consequential. I do, however, remember his eyes
very clearly. His eyes told the whole story: like
looking down forty feet of water to a dead, sandy
bottom. Then years later I heard that he was dead.
I Sfip§0Se to some extent he was the insoiration for
a character I wrote about in “ .owann

I also want to say that I like what you said asout
the inherent perfection of every act. Gbviously this
could be taken too far. I mean Vietnam, for example,
was yerfect---or then maybe it was for some. But the
pith of it all--—I believe I understand shat you're
saying. I really do. My karate instructor has
this theory that when you really are functioning
within the mainstream of the art, nothing you do is
imeerfect. Every movement, even defensive is part of
a larger, but intricate circle. Infect there's a
symbols of concentric circles in the martial arts
meaning perfection, strength, and perhaps a deeper
sense of freedom than any of us onderstand.

But tell me something, Jerry. diven it all, given the
way it turned out~--would yon do it over again. I thinking
about you the other day. I mean here you are after
being in Scientology for God knows how many years,
after meeting Hubbard and all that-~-what's it like now?
How do you see the man? Is there something that we're
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all missing?

You said something once that has stuck in my mind for
a long time. It had to do with the fact that Hubbard
has not really come up with anything of great imoort
since the early 1950's. I don't know if you were right,
but given the incredible absense of real compassion in
his church, I'm not sure that you're wrong either.

I've talked about this with others, those of like
minds who have come to a ooint where they no longer
feel entirely constricted by fear. There are no
clear answers yet, but still it's intriguing.

Well enough of all that. Eben I started writing I
thought I'd just keep to the lighter subjects and
now look what's hagpened. There was a brief passage
on death, a few passing words on the perfection of
kisling yeople, and I end up asking you, what's the
real Ron Hubbard like?

For an ending I should maybe talk about the nuclear
arms race, something I‘m becomming more and more
concerned about. Instead, however, $50 I'll just
say goodbye for now, write soon, and follow your heart.

I rema‘ your friend,
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